Lehrstuhl Informatik 5 offers a diploma/master thesis in scope of our collaborative research center SFB/FK 427 "Media and cultural Communication" and a new cluster project "Context adaptive interaction in cooperative Knowledge processes" (CONTICI)

**Media-Warehouse for Social Software**

This thesis deals with the analysis of media usage on the Web 2.0. The aim of this study is the constant monitoring (warehouse) of social software in order to discover the dependencies between communication behavior and media usage in communities of practice. Therefore, a couple of Web 2.0 media (such as blogs, tikis, podcasts, etc.) need to be mined in order to derive those factors that are crucial for a successful media-community-mix.

Applicants should be open for interdisciplinary work. They should have experiences in databases, multimedia technologies, XML, and JAVA. Applicants should be good team players, since the implementation should be done in parallel to ongoing implementations done by student workers.

Lehrstuhl Informatik 5 offers within the collaborative research center and the cluster project CONTICI a congenial, attractive, and interdisciplinary working environment in Aachen, Duisburg, Hagen and Siegen. Applicants should be open-minded to cooperate with colleagues from the cultural sciences and willing to participate in colloquia in Aachen, Duisburg, Hagen and Siegen.

For further information or submission of your application please contact:

**Anna Glukhova**
Lehrstuhl Informatik 5
glukhova@cs.rwth-aachen.de

**or Dr. Marc Spaniol**
Lehrstuhl Informatik 5
mspaniol@cs.rwth-aachen.de

**or Dr. Ralf Klamma**
Lehrstuhl Informatik 5
klamma@cs.rwth-aachen.de